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Introduction

All flash memory devices suffer wear as they are erased and reprogrammed.  They all have finite erase/
program cycle endurance limits.  The actual number of usable erase/program cycles will vary from manufacturer 
to manufacturer, but they all have wear out mechanisms that will eventually render the device unreliable and 
unusable.  When using flash memory in an application, it is important to evaluate how frequently information 
within the flash will be updated and make sure the application does not exceed the cycle endurance specified by 
the manufacturer.

The wear-out mechanism occurs at the cell level and not at the chip level.  It is possible to exceed the endurance 
specification of cells within a single sector or block of memory while the rest of the chip remains intact and fully 
usable.  This will occur if a single sector or block is repeatedly erased and reprogrammed while the remaining 
sectors or blocks are either unused or programmed with static (unchanging) data.

To prevent a single sector or small group of sectors from wearing out, techniques have been developed to evenly 
distribute the burden of repeated erase/program cycles over a larger set of sectors/blocks.  The name given 
to these techniques is wear leveling and they greatly enhance and extend the apparent endurance of the flash 
memory.

If data within a flash device only needs to be updated once per day (or less), endurance is not an issue and wear 
leveling would not be required.  Actually, it would be an unnecessary burden of code development and overhead.  
The typical flash cell endurance is ~100K cycles.  Doing the math, we can see that updating a sector once per 
day would take 100K days (100K/365days/year = 274 years) to reach the endurance limit.  If the endurance were 
only 10K, it still would take 27 years to exceed this limit.

However, if very frequent updates are required (once per hour or less), the designer should definitely consider 
implementing a wear leveling scheme to ensure that sector erase/program cycles are spread evenly throughout 
the device and that no one sector is forced to receive all of the wear.

The following will describe three different levels of wear leveling techniques.  The actual algorithms used to 
implement them will not be described here, so the user is encouraged to develop their own.
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Wear Leveling Techniques

Level-1: Dynamic Within A Sector

If the user’s application intentionally (or unintentionally due to a coding error) reuses the same sector over and 
over again, there is a high probability that the sector’s endurance will be exceeded and it will fail.  If the data to 
be updated is small (256 bytes or less) and needs to be updated frequently (minutes rather than hours or days), 
the Level-1 wear leveling can be implemented by an application to reduce the number of erase/program cycles 
seen by the sector holding the data.  Dedicating an entire sector to the small data set needing frequent updates 
does this.  The location of the data set within the sector changes after each update and the sector is only erased 
after all empty locations within the sector have been used.

The Level-1 example described here uses a single 4KByte sector dedicated for the storage a 256-byte data 
set.  The sector will be logically sub-divided into 16 sub-sectors (256-byte pages).  The first page is overhead 
used for keeping track of active pages, but the remaining 15 pages are available for storing data.  When the 
data set needs to be updated, the current currently active page will be marked obsolete and the next available 
empty or blank page within the sector will be used.  Only after the last remaining page is marked obsolete will 
the sector need to be erased and recycled.  This will reduce the program/erase wear on the sector by a factor of 
15 because the sector will only need to be erased after the data set has used all 15 pages.  This is a relatively 
simple wear-leveling algorithm to implement.

Level-2: Dynamic Using Multiple Sectors

If the data to be frequently updated is large (a sector or more), a large pool of free sectors should be reserved 
for this data.  As new data needs to be written, blank sectors in the pool with the lowest number of cycles will be 
used.  Sectors holding obsolete data will be erased and returned to the pool.  This will allow the program/erase 
wear cycles to be spread over a number of sectors and not wear out a small set of sectors.  A scheme must be 
employed to keep track of individual sector erase/program cycles and which sectors are currently active and 
which ones remain in the free sector pool.  A scheme of sector mapping must also be employed to map logical 
sectors to physical sectors.  The application should always reference sectors by their logical assignments and 
not their physical numbers.  By doing this, the wear leveling activity will always remain transparent to the upper 
level application.

Level-3: Static Using All Sectors

This level uses the most extreme method of wear leveling available.  It considers all sectors as potential 
members of the free sector pool—including those holding static data or code that never needs to be updated.  
As sectors holding dynamic data begin to approach or exceed a certain erase/program cycle threshold, sectors 
holding static data are examined to see of their sectors have lower erase/program cycles.  Those static data 
sectors found to have lower cycle counts will have their data moved to sectors with higher cycle counts.  The 
previous static data sector will be erased and added to the free sector pool once its data has been moved and 
verified successfully.  This method, although extreme, guarantees that all sectors share the burden of frequently 
erase/program cycles and provides the maximum usable life for the device.
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Summary:

The concepts of three levels of wear leveling have been presented here.  The user is encouraged to develop 
their own algorithms to implement the level of wear leveling they deem necessary to avoid flash endurance 
failures in their application.

While Level-1 is the easiest to implement, if the erase/program cycle burden on a single sector becomes too 
great (very frequent updates), Levels-1 & 2 can be combined.  After the affected sector in the Level-1 approach 
is erased, the Level-2 algorithm can be used to return this sector to the free sector pool and assign a new sector 
to receive new data.  And if the Level-1 & 2 combination is still not sufficient to cover the expected wear on the 
device, Level-1 & 3 can be combined so that the frequently updated data is spread evenly across all sectors.

There are overhead and design considerations to be considered when choosing either Level-2 or Level-3.  While 
Level-2 & 3 must both keep track of logical versus physical sector mapping and sector cycle counts, Level-3 has 
the additional overhead of moving static data from sector-to-sector, verifying that the data remains intact after 
the move, and re-mapping the sectors holding the static data.  This overhead can be performed as a background 
operation, but it may slow down foreground operations from time to time.  Additionally, developing code to 
implement a Level-3 design is much more complex than a Level-2 design, so it should only be considered wear 
extreme wear leveling is required.
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